Rayburn royal parts diagram

Around the UK thousands of homes depend upon Rayburn for central heating, domestic hot
water and peerless cooking ability. It is a combination of a good product well made and the use
of the very latest technology that help the Rayburn perform so well. The first choice you need to
make is whether you want your Rayburn to provide cooking only or hot water and central
heating. Cooker From high-heat cooking which quickly brings out the best in vegetables to
gentle roasting and brilliant baking; The Rayburn is master of all culinary styles. The cooker's
strength is its versatility. Truly an object of desire, manufactured from cast iron and enamelled
in an attractive choice of colours, a Rayburn will transform your kitchen into a warm and
welcoming space. Thermostatically controlled to automatically maintain a constant temperature.
The Heatranger saves space by combining cooking and heating in one compact unit. Truly an
object of desire, manufactured from cast iron and enamelled in an attractive choof colours, a
Heatranger will transform your kitchen into a warm and welcoming space. The thermodial
Common to both the Cooker and the Heatranger, the Thermodial gives a guide to the internal
oven temperature. Conventional Also known as Open Flue or Chimney Flue: The Rayburn needs
to be installed with the flue piping going into a lined masonry chimney or a pre-fabricated
twin-wall system. Balanced Flue The Rayburn must be positioned against an outside an outside
wall for this option. No chimney is needed; the flue pipe goes directly through a suitable outside
wall. Available on th KPF, the power flue system enables the cooker to be sited away from a
chimney or an outside wall. Rayburns are all about choice and flexibility. It is, therefore, difficult
to generalise on or predict fuel consumption, taking into account the variable factors such as
amount of usage and size of heating system etc, which will vary considerably from household
to household. The following figures are chosen as typical examples of average fuel
consumption and may be of assistance. Figures quoted are approximate over a 24 hour period.
The hottest side of the hotplate varies depending on the model. Other models are hottest on the
left hand side. View More View More Send a message If you've got a question, issue, or just
general enquiry, don't hesitate to ask. We aim to quickly reply to every message we recieve. My
Basket 0. Our Brands. Reliability and efficiency lie at the heart of the Rayburn concept.
Designed by engineers and hand built by craftsmen, the Rayburn delivers assured performance
year after year. Consumption Rayburns are all about choice and flexibility. Off - 22 hours 2.
Rayburn and Series are of standard worktop height mm and do not require a plinth. Hotplate
The hottest side of the hotplate varies depending on the model. So to find out how your
Rayburn works click on the appropriate product. Send a message If you've got a question,
issue, or just general enquiry, don't hesitate to ask. Send an Enquiry. More Information Our
Brands. Download a Brochure. Ex Display Sale Cookers. Updated Privacy Policy. Aga Terms
and Conditions. Terms and Conditions. Delivery and Returns. Follow Us. Designed and
Developed by: Retox Digital. JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser. For the best
experience on our site, be sure to turn on Javascript in your browser. We use cookies to make
your experience better. To comply with the new e-Privacy directive, we need to ask for your
consent to set the cookies. Learn more. Due to high demand delivery maybe delayed weeks.
The Rayburn Number 1 was the first generation of 'Rayburn' cooker, introduced in and
manufactured up to about The No. Each version had an optional boiler, which with 24 hours
continuous burning, produced approximately BTUs 26kW. Both appliances required connection
to a 30 gallon hot water storage cylinder, either on a direct or indirect system. Alternatively an
optional side-tank could be used. The difference between the two models is in the fire and
ashpit doors. The old pattern had independent doors, whereas the new pattern had interlocking
doors, where the ashpit door cannot be opened before the firedoor is opened. The firebricks
were the same for each model, but some were changed when built as non-boiler versions - the
boiler version having a rectangular fire-grate and the non-boiler a circular grate. The other
feature that changed on these models was the riddling method. This was originally done by
opening the ashpit door, but on later models outside riddling was introduced, requiring an
alteration to the bottom side bricks to accommodate it. The cast iron boiler was referred to as
the 12" boiler and was available with side tappings or top tappings. Allow Cookies. Woodburner
Spares. My Account. Skip to Content Due to Covid restrictions and import delays we can not
gurantee delivery times. Compare Products. Rayburn No1 Spares. What is the difference
between Old Pattern and New Pattern? Rayburn No 1 RH Oven. Rayburn No1 LH Oven. Rayburn
No1 RH Oven. Stove Spares. Remove This Item Compare. Clear All. My Wish List. Last Added
Items. Add to Cart Add to Cart. Remove This Item. Go to Wish List. Email us. Follow us on
Facebook. Delivery Information. Sign Up for Our Newsletter:. Country United Kingdom.
Welcome visitor you can login or create an account. Customer feedback - out of - reviews See
feedback. Obsolete Parts List. Ordering was simple and delivery quick The fire bars are a
perfect fit. Very happy with them. Easy and clear web site to place my order, good delivery times
and easy doing business. The Baxi fire bricks were delivered on time, very well packed and an

excellent price. Very pleased with the purchase. Great service, very quick delivery even over
Christmas break. I also entered incorrect delivery address when ordering, but was quickly
updated when I emailed support. Excellent service, very quick and efficient. Five star service
Excellent. Show: 30 25 50 75 Product Compare 0. If a Fire Bri These bricks are individually
priced. You will need to order 4x if you require the full set. Fire Brick Function: The Rayburn
side fire bricks protect the cookers cast iron s If a Fire Brick If a Fire Brick is Cracke If a Fire
Brick is Cracked, it Overview: Special order - 1 week for delivery. Overview: Special order item 1 week for delivery. Please change quantity to TWO if require both sides. If you require bricks
for both sides please order TWO. Fire Brick Function If a Fire Brick is If a Fire Br If a Fi This
listing does not contain the same level of detail as our main 'front page' stove listings. We have
'enabled our 'office stock records' when clients use the If a Fire Brick is Cr We have 'enabled
our 'office st All rights reserved. Consumer Protection Act As manufacturers and suppliers of
cooking and heating products, in compliance with Section 10 of the Consumer Protection Act
We take every care to ensure, as far as is reasonably practicable, that these products are so
designed and constructed as to meet the general safety requirement when properly used and
installed. To this end, our products are thoroughly tested and examinpd before despatch.
Instructions for the preparation ofthe site and for the assembly and connection of the boiler are
included. The Hot Wq,1;,q;,System With normal usage in 24 hours continuous burning the
Rayburn Royal has an approximate output of , Btu's and, the Rayburn Regent has an
approximate. This appliance could contain any of the materials that are indicated below.
Firebricks, Fuelbeds. Artificial Fuel-when handling use disposable gloves. Fire cement - when
handling use disposable gloves. Glues and sealants - exercise caution - if these are still in liquid
form use face mask and disposable gloves. Ceramic Fibre, - may be harmful if inhaled, may be
irritating to skin, eyes, nose and throat. When handling avoid inhaling and contact with skin or
eyes. Use disposable gloves, face masks and eye protection. After handling wash hands and
other exposed parts. When disposing of the. To provide 2 or 3 hot baths at intervals and normal
household requirements; the. The capacity of the storage cylinder may not exceed 35 gallons.
The recommended capacity is 30 gallons direct or indirect. The cylinder to be effectively lagged
and fixed vertically. The cylinder should be as near as possible to the cooker. In no case may 1'
flow and return pipes exceed 30' each in. A towel raiVof not more than 6 sq. When the hot
waterstorage c'ylinder l4ery closely,,;couplecLto the ba towel rail in advisable as m eat leak and
lagging should not be applied. Important Note: These instructions must be strictly observed. If
they ire disregarded e. The hearth, walls adjacent to the cooker, and the chimney must conform
to the current building regulations. The position of the flue outlet is indicated in the
dimensioned drawings. Alternative flue layouts are illustrated. The flue chamber is adaptable to
give either a top or back outlet. The back outlet is used when there is a brick flue immediately
behind the cooker, the top outlet when the cooker is connected to the main flue by means of
cast iron flue pipe. When the cooker is installed in a recess, it must be 'free standing' and not
built - in solid at the sides. Adequate space at the boiler side must be allowed for withdrawal of
the boiler for cleaning, if necessary. Note: All Sockets must be facing upwards Vary. NB: When
a Rayburn cooker is supplied with a platerack, an optional extra, the overall height from the
hearth level to the top of the platerack is x" The recess should be at least 6" higher than these
overall heights to accommodate dinner plates. Joint the flow and return connections to the
boiler, replace the insulating material and screw on the cover plate and collars. The boiler is
now ready for connection to the hot water cylinder. Make sure that there are no dips in the flow
pipe between the boiler and cylinder. It is advisable to fit a drain-off cock on the return pipe
close to the cooker. Important : Lift out the hotplate and cement seal the joint between the boiler
face and its locating face on the firebox sides with the fire cement provided. Renew any
brickwork cemented joints that may have opened up in transit. Any joints which have opened up
should be made good with the fire cement provided. Replace hot plate making sure that it is
seating properly on the asbestos rope. It should be approximately Xe' proud of the enamelled
hob with an equal space all round. They are, however, expendable items and in time will require
renewal. The renewal of firebricks is not a major operation and can be carried out by the
average handyman. Replacement bricks either in sets or singly can be obtained from your
Rayburn distributor. Any cavities or pockets above the register plate should as far as possible
be filled and if necessary the flue pipe should be extended into the throat of the chimney and a
soot door provided for chimney sweeping. In Fig. Square bends and horizontal runs must not be
used. There must be a cleaning door at every bend. Note: Whatever method of installation is
employed air must not be allowed to enter the chimney except through the cooker. All joints
must be air-tight. Provision must always be made for sweeping the chimney. Important :
Asbestos cement pipes and fittings should not be used within 6' of the cooker. Chimneys of
plain pipe are not recommended but certain proprietary makers of insulated chimneys arl,

suitable. With Rayburn's policy of continuous product improvement, the Company reserves the
right to change specifications and make mnrlifirntinnc to thn nnnlinnrc rlccrriharl and ills
ictritorl nt qnv timo. Overdzufad lumps should be broken down to size. Stone and other foreign
bodies should be removed when fuelling. Before fuelling, open the chimney damper to its ruji
extent. Fill the firebox to the recommended level, not above the bottom of the fire door opening.
It is not necessary to keep the fuel constantly at this level, but if the fire is allowed to bum very
low there will be a time lag after refuelling before the heat reaches the oven, hotplate and boiler.
When burning coal or anthracite, time should be allowed for a fresh charge to ignite before the
damper is closed. Kindle with paper and sticks in the ordinary way. Leave the doors open until
the fire is well alight. Then close both doors, and keep them closed. Push chimney damper back
to the position which has been found from experience to give the best results. A gas poker may
be employed instead of paper and sticks. The gas poker can be inserted through the ashpit
immediately above the round grate. Note : If there is dead fuel in the grate, drop the bottom
grate to remove the fuel when there is no gas poker. Open the chimney damper to its full extent,
engage the operating tool on the knob on the riddler and shake the bottom grate by a back and
forth motion of. Keep fire door and ashpit door closed. Remove ash from ashpit at regular
intervals. If ash is allowed to accumulate until it touches the underside of the bottom grate, the
bottom grate will quickly burn out. Use the tool as an ashpan lifting handle. Reset the chimney
damper after riddling. The chimney damper in the flue chamber is for reducing the chimney
draught, and the more the damper can be closed the easier the cooker is to control. It is marked
to enable you to repeat the best setting you find suits your chimney. Do not try to obtain a quick
increase in temperature by opening the chimney damper to its full extent. This results in most of
the heat being wasted up the chimney. Avoid excessive fire temperatures - they are not
necessary and may do serious harm m the cooker. The sign that the cooler is being overheated
is the formation of clinker melted ash , and clinker will damage thefns bricks. Damaged tire
bricks should be repaired with fire cement or if necessary replaced as soon as possible. Keep
the ashpit door securely closed with catch provided. The following is a suggested method only,
and may need modification to suit local conditions. Set the chimney damper to No. As soon as
the fire has become nicely red all through, close the chimney damper. Do not allow the fire to
become white hot. The temperajure of - the oven should now rise steadily. When it reaches a
point about 50 below that required, close the spin wheel to two turns open. Thereafter control
the temperature of the oven by adjusting the spin wheel. Note: This method should prove
successful in almost all cases, but if closing the chimney damper causes the fire to smoke, it
should be opened gradually till the smoking stops. Moderate - Keep the hotplate clean with a
wire brush. With a normal day's cooking, two or three baths and hot water sufficient for normal
household requirements can be obtained. To provide this quantity of hot water the cooker
should be kept in overnight and the hot water system must conform with the installation
instructions. In particular, the cylinder must be lagged. It is no more expensive in fuel. Last
thing at night open the chimney damper, riddle the fire, empty the ashpan and refuel. Do not
overload. See that the ashpit door is securely closed. The best position for the chimney damper
can be found only by experiment, but for a start try closing it to No. In the morning open the
spin wheel and damper and riddle the fire. When it is burning brightly, close damper. If the
hotplate is required immediately, do not refuel before use. The hottest part of the hot-plate is
immediately above the fire ; the other end is for simmering. Engage the curved end of the
dumping tool with the groove in the centre of the bottom gate support, raise slightly and draw
the support forward over the supporting lugs. Lower the front of the gate and complete
withdrawal see Fig. Reverse this procedure when replacing the gate making sure that the
support rests on the four legs of the ashpit sides. The use of coal may call fqr weekly cleaning.
The procedure is illustrated in Figs. Allow the fire to bum out, or it may be done with slow fire.
Open the chimney damper to its maximum. Remove the flue chamber cleaninSRemove door.
Brush the soot from the flue pipe, letting it fail onto the top of the oven. Replace parts removed.
Riddle the bottom grate thoroughly, dear the aahpit sad redght the fire. This should not be done
whilst the cooker is hot. NOTE Take care when dosing the oven and fire doors to lift them on to
the catch. Turn dff the water from the main and drain the system. Disconnect flow and return
pipes, and withdraw boiler through side of the cooker inspection panel, and take out the
insulating material on top and behind boiler. After replacing boiler, repack the insulating
material above and behind the boiler. Make good with fire cement the joints between boiler and
fire bricks. Re-make all pipe joints. Replacement bricks either in sets or singly can be obtained
from your 'Rayburn' distributor. The bottom three bricks can be removed and replaced without
disturbing the remainder of the set. Always quote the manufacturing number. The
Manufactureing number, which will be found on a brass plate inside the Roasting Oven, should
be quoted if any question arises in connection with the Rayburn Cooker. With Rayburn's policy

of continuous product Improvement. Rayburn Royal Original Manual. Early model with single lid
and 'drop down' door handles ter model with twin enamelled s and horizontal door handles
Installation Instructions for Rayburn Royal and Regent Cookers - Solid Fuel Models I Consumer
Protection Act As manufacturers and suppliers of cooking and heating products, in compliance
with Section 10 of the Consumer Protection Act The Hot Wq,1;,q;,System With normal usage in
24 hours continuous burning the Rayburn Royal has an approximate output of , Btu's and, the
Rayburn Regent has an approximate This appliance could contain any of the materials that are
indicated below. When lighting the fire for the first time, allow the cooker to heat up gradually.
RIDDLING Open the chimney damper to its full extent, engage the operating tool on the knob on
the riddler and shake the bottom grate by a back and forth motion of the riddler at the side of
the ashpit door. Courseware Shop. Published on Mar 26, Go explore. For cookers and ovens
this can usually be found around the frame, behind the door of the appliance. Genuine spare
part. This genuine replacement hinge bushing attaches to the oven's door bottom hinge pin and
its purpose is to hold it in place. If the hinge pin bush More information. Please Note: This can
replace all door handles on your ovens Includes: Screws If you do not have accurate control of
your oven doors because the handle The heat indicator is above the roasting oven door and is a
guide to the stored heat within the cavity. If the heat is escaping from this small contained
Please Note: This is the bracket which keeps the handle in place Specification: More
information. Dimension: 57 X If the front window If you are in need of a new seal for your
cooker's flame tube because yours has been worn over time, then this is the perfect spare for
you. By submitting your details you agree to our Terms and Conditions and understand our
Privacy Policy. BuySpares - Buy genuine replacement spares, spare parts and accessories for
all your Home and Garden Electrical Appliances. We use small text files called cookies to give
you the best experience on our website and help us show you relevant information. You can
choose whether to manage these or allow them all. View Cookie Policy. See our cookies page
for more information. Your brand Brand Rayburn. Start typing your model. Where to Find your
Model Number You will find the model number on a sticker or rating plate. For hobs this can
usually be found on the underside, side or back of the appliance. Add to Basket. Rayburn Door
Handle Assembly Genuine spare part. Rayburn Standard Oven Thermocouple : mm Genuine
spare part. Rayburn Heat Indicator Window Genuine spare part. Normally despatched within 14
working days. Rayburn Door Hinge Bush Genuine spare part. Rayburn Hotplate Sealing Rope
Genuine spare part. Rayburn Flame Tube Seal Genuine spare part. Rayburn Hotplate Lifting
Tool Genuine spare part. Can't find what you're looking for? Prices subject to change. Errors
and omissions excepted. We value your privacy We use small text files called cookies to give
you the best experience on our website and help us show you relevant information. Manage
cookies Allow all. Manage your cookies We use small text files called cookies to give you the
best experience on our website and help us show you relevant information. Strictly Necessary
These cookies are needed to run our website and to keep it secure. Functional These cookies
allow us to provide enhanced functionality and personalise content for you. For example they're
used to recognise you when you return to our website. If you do not allow these cookies then
some or all of these services may not function properly. We use this data to customise the
marketing content you see on websites, apps and social media. They also help us understand
the performance of our marketing activities. These cookies are set by us or our
carefully-selected third parties. The Rayburn Royal solid fuel cooker when first introduced only
came in cook only and cook with domestic hot water models. It was also limited to a small
number of colours. They came in a left hand oven and a right hand oven version. The Rayburn
has one continuous hot plate, one half being the main hot plate above the fire whilst the other
half being for just simmering. It also features two ovens, a main top oven and a lower warming
oven. We only keep the castings of the Rayburn which is vitreous enamelled in the colour of
your choice, and all the other components are replaced i. Shot Blasted ovens, new powder
coated sides, chrome, bricks, riddling assembly, door liners, temp gauge, oven racks and the
backing tray. It also has the capability to control your central heating, ranging from 3 to 5
radiators, 5 to 6 radiators and even 7 to 9 radiators. As part of the reconditioning process we
add a larger capacity boiler increasing the output in order for the Rayburn to cope with your
central heating requirements efficiently. These changes do not effect the performance of the
Rayburn in any way. Call: Email: sales countrystylecookers. A reconditioned Rayburn Royal
Cooker is now available in 19 different colours. Almost everything is available next day inc
pre-noon or Need help? Send pics of your cooker and your questions to hello blakeandbull.
Everything as it should be. Here to help! Enjoy our guides and articles, we're constantly adding
more! A long serving team of friendly people. Proudly independent experts. All things range
cooker and country kitchen, from the delicious to the surreal! We're adding more every day;
subscribe to get updates! We add recipes all the time, bookmark your favourites! Welcome to

our spare parts selection for use with Aga range cookers. We've tried to give as much
information as possible around each part to help DIY enthusiasts and engineers alike. We have
kits with full instructions as well as individual spares. We are specialists only in 'Electrikit' con
gen 3 prius
1995 lincoln town car engine
gmc owners manual
versions so can't answer technical queries on oil or gas cookers sorry! We don't sell any new
parts from Aga Rangemaster Ltd, we're proudly independent! Browse our spare parts below, try
a search or get in touch if you can't find what you need! By using this site, you agree to its use
of cookies. What we do. Shop now. Buy now. Re-enamelling How we do it Re-enamelling prices
Order colour samples Boosting efficiency Coalbrookdale made? Converting Why it's a good
idea! Conversion prices How our system works Lowest running costs 13 amp? Eurgh no! Learn
more. Everything else! In depth guides. Help Centre. How to Clean your Range Cooker. Baking
guide. Find now. More About Us! Our reviews. News journal. Real cookers your pics Cleaning
cookers Tips for Aga range cookers Laundry. On-site journal. Join mailing list. Email now.
Recipes channel. DIY channel. Join email list. All recipes. Popular Spares. Spares by Material
Spares by Heat Source Miscellaneous Spares Got it! What are you looking for?

